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This document certifies that the accompanying artwork is a genuine and authentic Limited Edition fine art print (the "Print") 
produced directly from the original work of the artist. The artist verifies that the Print adheres strictly to the Edition Particulars 
detailed herein. Sole copyright of both the original artwork and the Print remains with the artist.


The artist grants a limited license to the owner of the Print and its future associated Non-Fungible Token (NFT) for personal 
display and enjoyment. The NFT, when claimed, may be showcased on a single screen. The owner may not reproduce or 
showcase the artwork in any format apart from the Print or the NFT without the artist's express written consent.


The possibility to link an NFT, a distinct digital asset, to this Print serves as an augmented certificate of authenticity. It is 
strictly prohibited to replicate the NFT or the print.


To claim the corresponding NFT, the owner of this Print must establish an Ethereum-compatible digital wallet, such as 
MetaMask. Instructions for MetaMask setup can be found at MetaMask Support. Upon completion, the owner is to share 
their wallet's public address with the artist or the artist's representative to safely transfer the NFT.


If the owner does not secure the associated NFT within 90 days from the print purchase date, it remains the artist's exclusive 
property. After this timeframe, the owner may claim the NFT whenever they wish. However, until then, the artist retains all 
rights and responsibilities linked with the NFT.


Nature of Sizes: Each print size boasts its distinct limited edition number. Should the owner claim the associated NFT, it will 
be a unique digital representation corresponding to this physical print's size.


Shipping & Handling: The shipping cost for this print is already covered by the purchase price.


Claiming the NFT: To obtain the associated digital asset, please email your print purchase confirmation to 
support@steevebody.com.


Re-sales and Transfers: While not obligatory, transferring the Print alongside its NFT during resale likely 
increases their combined value. If the initial buyer wishes to preserve this pair, they should manage the 
Print's transfer, including any associated expenses, within their resale procedure.


Addressing Potential Loss/Damage: Should the Print sustain damage during shipment, a replacement will 
be arranged. This remains the sole scenario permitting a reprint. Post-delivery damages won't warrant 
replacements or reprints. For longevity, professional framing using UV-protected glass is advised.
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